Subsets of WHY
Most never leave a subset to ask why elsewhere, why? As to the current financial
fiasco it for some is hard to see beyond the subset they live in or have been trained.
Monkey see, monkey do. Just envision the Keystone Cops chasing a crook in
modern times. It would be humorous if the Department of Justice and other law
enforcement acted like the Keystone Cops in pursuit of the financial crooks
(wannabe’s), but the days of fun in the sun have passed. Actually no action is more
condemning that acting like fools.

Why could be seen as in two parts containing many subsets, real or imaginary, real
or wannabe’s could be considered a top tier subset. By design of the wannabe’s
you are not to understand the subsets. Why has to be of interest as to why do the
elite do what they do. Is it the elite are doing nothing but weathering the storm or
are the elite directing the wannabe’s? This writer sees it not being the latter.

In noticing mainstream media comments it becomes a clear as a babies butt, that
higher up law enforcement (subset) is directed to disregard prosecution criminal
for violating statutes in order to save the intangible dollar (subset).

Think of it as a bathtub where the drain leaks, the water to makeup for the loss has
to come from usually a public water source. Same principle applies to the $600+
Trillion intangible market (subset). For government leaders (subset) are in a
mindset to save the intangible dollar of the to big to fail wannabe’s as there is no
opposition to the Federal Reserve to pump future tangible value into the intangible
subset. This pump and dump of future tangible money is going to be taken from
our baby’s backsides for all generations to come.

Once one gets passed the confusion and cover-ups, it is hard not to see that the
wannabe’s have planned and executed actions in an attempt to raise their status
closer to that of the elite. One main problem with this subset thinking is
sustainability over the long term. Where the elite have perfected a method of
sustainability over the millennia’s the wannabe’s quest for power is unsustainable
and failure is just a matter of time (subset).

How many wannabe’s subsets are there, bankers, hedge fund managers, just to
name a couple of the subsets? This wannabe subset differs not much from
government’s or central bank’s subset of kicking the can(s) down the rode. It is not
that a solution has been found for perpetual motion but to avoid have to admit
having one’s arse kicked.

“No Comment”, one of my favorite subsets. For when one is asked a question, the
answer “No Comment” works well for media and in a court of law, but by the time
such “No Comment” is made, many of the people have already determined guilt.

We the people in the United States know the elected choices are staged except for
those the two parties call rogue’s, but maybe it is time for all the people to support
the election of the rogue. Very clear to see that when junior lawmakers fall to the
whim of one senior member there is an injustice in lawmaking, time to shut the
revolving door and throw the dirty bathwater out the revolving door.

